Spanish Fork High School 2014-15
Unit Topics and I Can Statements
American Sign Language 1/2

ASL 1

❖ I can introduce myself
❖ I can exchange personal information (ask/answer questions about myself and school)
❖ I can talk about surroundings at school and give directions
❖ I can ask/tell where I live and my transportation
❖ I can talk about my family and their ages
❖ I can discuss my activities, make plans and describe when activities happen (past, present, future).
❖ I can describe the appearance of others
❖ I can make requests and respond
❖ I can discuss occupations
❖ I can describe personality traits
❖ I can talk about daily routines
❖ I can use appropriate Deaf Culture behaviors
❖ I can identify various aspects of Deaf Culture and history.

ASL 2

❖ I can describe and identify objects by how they look, how they work and their cost
❖ I can describe how to prepare a meal/dish
- I can explain an illness and make suggestions
- I can complain about others and make suggestions
- I can make various requests and give various responses
- I can talk about many weekend and seasonal activities
- I can describe various disruptions in plans or activities (problems with weather, work, health, car, etc.)
- I can describe life events as a narrative and describe nationalities
- I can describe the placement of household furnishings and objects
- I can describe and locate things around the house
- I can identify important historical people and events from Deaf History and describe their contributions
- I can identify and create various forms of Deaf literature (ABC stories, poetry, narratives, jokes, etc).